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DESCRIPTION
Multiple Effect Evaporator (MEE) is a device includes a series of
heat exchangers Vapour-Liquid Separators (VLS) used broadly
for plenty programs in industries to reap evaporation and attain
favoured attention as output through the use of an green
quantity of heat supply inclusive of steam or hot water to
evaporate water. Evaporation is usually stopped earlier then the
solute begins off-evolved to precipitate within the operation of
an evaporator. Most of the economic evaporators have tubular
heating surfaces. The tubes can be horizontal or vertical, lengthy
or quick and the liquid can be inner or out of doors the tubes.

A usual feeding approach of multiple-effect evaporators is head
feed, where in each feed and steam are delivered within the first
effect and the feed handed from effect to parallel to vapour from
sooner effect. Feeding the steam consequences within the
formation of a small quantity of water vapour, that is used to
heat the second effect. The vapour releases its latent heat and
condenses. The launched latent heat brings the formation of a
smaller quantity of vapour with the 2D effect. This technique is
repeated in further results, till the vapour temperature will
become near the feed sea water temperature.

The head configuration of a pump for feeding of diluted feed to
the primary effect. Since a vacuum normally maintained at the
ultimate effect, the liquid from one effect to the following effect
may be transferred without a pump because the waft happens
within the course of reducing strain. However, a pump is needed
to do away with the focused product from the ultimate effect.
Forward feeding operation is useful while the focused product
additionally degenerate if it is uncovered to excessive
temperature.

Another feeding approach within the multi-effect evaporators is
known as backward feed configuration. In this sort of MEE,

heating steam is fed to the primary effect while feed enters on

successive results. The backward feeding requires a pump among
every pair of results to switch liquid from decrease strain results
to better strain results. Backward feed is typically used while
product is viscous and publicity to better temperature will
increase the rate of heat exchanger because of discount in
viscosity of the liquid.

Many factors inclusive of sort of evaporator or heat exchangers,
compelled or natural circulation, feeding arrangement, boiling
point elevation, heat transfer coefficient, fouling, tube length
and association ought to be cautiously taken into consideration
while designing evaporators.

Fouling is a first-rate problem in heat exchangers of MEE
vegetation because it affects each capital and running rate of
heat exchangers. Fouling layers lessen the general operational
overall performance of the MEE unit. This will bring about
economic losses because of increased energy consumption,
maintenance, and cleaning. The build-up of fouling additionally
will increase the resistance of the fluid passing over the tubes.
These facet results integrate to the pressure drop throughout the
heat exchanger, decreasing the evaporation rate of the MEE
plant.

Klaren International offers continuous cleaning solutions for
new or existing MEE equipment. A fluidized bed of solid
particles is used on the side of the tube of the self-cleaning heat
exchanger, where the clogging fluid flows through. The self-
cleaning heat exchangers designed by klaren operate without
dirt. It should be pointed out that not all effects in the MEE
settings require a self-cleaning setting. The efficiency chosen for
self-cleaning depends on the forward or reverse feed
configuration in combination with the composition of the
wastewater.
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the ultimate effect, i.e., the coldest  effect and is  pumped via the
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